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Deception (Defiance, #2) by C.J. Redwine



››› Get audio book. ‹‹‹ Original Title: Deception (Defiance, #2) ISBN: 006211722X ISBN13: 9780062117229 Autor: C.J. Redwine (Goodreads Author) Rating: 3.3 of 5 stars (1668) counts Original Format: ebook, 496 pages Download Format: PDF, TXT, ePub, iBook. Published: August 27th 2013 / by Balzer + Bray Language: English Genre(s): Fantasy- 217 users Young Adult- 195 users Science Fiction >Dystopia- 187 users Romance- 84 users



Description: Baalboden has been ravaged. The brutal Commander's whereabouts are unknown. And Rachel, grief stricken over her father's death, needs Logan more than ever. With their ragged group of survivors struggling to forge a future, it's up to Logan to become the leader they need—with Rachel by his side. Under constant threat from rival Carrington's army, who is after the device that controls the Cursed One, the group decides to abandon the ruins of their home and take their chances in the Wasteland. But soon their problems intensify tenfold: someone—possibly inside their ranks—is sabotaging the survivors, picking them off one by one. The chaos and uncertainty of each day puts unbearable strain on Rachel and Logan, and it isn't long before they feel their love splintering. Even worse, as it becomes clear that the Commander will stop at nothing to destroy them, the band of survivors begins to question whether the price of freedom may be too great—and whether, hunted by their enemies and the murderous traitor in their midst, they can make it out of the Wasteland alive. In this daring sequel to Defiance, with the world they once loved forever destroyed, Rachel and Logan must decide between a life on the run and standing their ground to fight.



About Author:



**Please read my FAQ before sending any requests: ** C.J. Redwine loves fairy tales, Harry Potter, and any movie starring Johnny Depp. She is the author of the Defiance trilogy, a post-apocalyptic fantasy from Balzer + Bray. C.J. lives in Nashville with her husband and children. If the novel writing gig ever falls through, she’ll join the Avengers and wear a cape to work every day. To learn more about C.J., visit her website at
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Rewiews:



Sep 08, 2013 Tiana411 Rated it: really liked it I can't wait to read this book. I can't believe people would leave such insulting remarks. If you disliked the first book so much why bother commenting on the next one if its not worth your time? I've waited a long time to read this and I really enjoyed it. I once again fell in love with Logan and felt so bad for him, having the weight of the world on his shoulders. I loved the duo POV, swapping between Rachel and Logan. Although I really liked Rachel I wished she would just open up a little. The I can't wait to read this book. I can't believe people would leave such insulting remarks. If you disliked the first book so much why bother commenting on the next one if its not worth your time? I've waited a long time to read this and I really enjoyed it. I once again fell in love with Logan and felt so bad for him, having the weight of the world on his shoulders. I loved the duo POV, swapping between Rachel and Logan. Although I really liked Rachel I wished she would just open up a little. There was so much sadness and loss in their lives that I admire their strength and survival instincts. I don't think I would be strong enough to endure all of that and stay mentally stable. C.J. Redwine is an incredible story teller and I found myself hooked into her world. I cried with their losses and I wanted so badly for them to find happiness. I'm dying to read the next book!!! 41 likes 3 comments
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